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Module Summary
Teaching and Training
Aims
Description

Intended
learning
outcomes

Main
learning
methods
Content

Assessment
Indicative time

To provide an overview of the teaching and learning strategies that support
entrepreneurial education
This module provides an overview of the teaching and learning
strategies to support entrepreneurial education. It focuses on
providing real-world contexts to motivate students so that they
can see the relevance of classroom work to the wider world.
The module provides guidance on teaching through a projectbased approach using a model which aims to engage, explore,
enrich, evaluate and energize entrepreneurial learning. Finally,
the module discusses how educators can foster self-awareness
and promote such skills as observation and collaboration to
support entrepreneurial learning.
By the end of this module you should:
• discuss a range of teaching strategies to engage and interest
students in entrepreneurial learning
• discuss the meaning of creating value for others
• explain the importance of real-world contexts for
entrepreneurial learning
• plan a project-based approach to entrepreneurial learning
• apply strategies to build students’ self-awareness and support
effective collaborative learning
• Guided reading
• Video observations
• Creative exercises
• Self-directed activities
• Reflecting on personal experience
3.1 Teaching to inspire and engage students
3.2 Creating value for others
3.3 Teaching through real-world contexts
3.4 Encouraging self-awareness and self-confidence to support learning
3.5 Promoting productive working with others
Self-assessment exercises and reflection
6 hours
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MODULE INTRODUCTION
ACTIVITY
WATCH: Introduction to EntreCompEdu Module 3 – Teaching and training

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbRlrHIz-vM
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3.1 Teaching to inspire and engage students
As teachers you perform many roles in your professional lives. For example, you
provide students with care and support, carry out administrative tasks and liaise
with parents. But it is your teaching which is the single most important influence in
improving students’ learning. 1 And research tells us that good teaching inspires
and engages students through a range of strategies, reflecting strong knowledge
of both subject and pedagogy. 2 To inspire literally means to ‘move into action’.
And EntreComp highlights ‘into action’ as one of its three broad entrepreneurial
competences, along with ‘ideas and opportunities’ and ‘resources.’
But what is your exact role in seeking to inspire and engage students in
entrepreneurial learning? Much has been written about the role of teacher as
facilitator. This means that your focus is more on the learning than teaching, often
described as a ‘guide on the side’ rather than’ sage on the stage’. In practice, it
means providing students with regular opportunities to ‘learn through doing’ (e.g.
enquiries, real-world problem-solving and discussion). Success is judged by the
extent to which students demonstrate entrepreneurial competences e.g. how well
they learn to work independently, manage resources, and apply financial literacy
skills in real-world contexts.
The nature of your role, of course, can be flexible depending upon what you are
trying to achieve. There are likely to be times when you may adopt a more didactic
role as instructor, telling students precisely what you want them to do (e.g.
compliance with health and safety regulations while in the workplace or during a
visit) or to model desired behaviours through expert demonstrations. And there
are times when students need to learn on their own, rather than as a group (e.g. to
respond to individual targets or consolidate a particular skill). Independent and

1 Sutton Trust (2011) Improving the impact of teachers on pupil achievement in the UK – interim findings,
Sutton Trust
2 Shulman calls this Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK). Shulman, L. S. (1986). ‘Those who understand:
Knowledge growth in teaching’. Educational Researcher, 15, p. 9.
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interdependent skills are both important in being entrepreneurial and life in
general.
The key message from this module is that your role as an educator in
entrepreneurial learning should not be reduced to either/or choices – this is an
unhelpful binary. You can inspire students playing the role of instructor or
facilitator. You can engage students by setting individual or group tasks. And
students can make good progress, whether directed by you or managing their
own learning.
However, in general terms there is a need to shift from a transmission mode of
delivery towards a more interactive one, so that students can have a greater and
more meaningful say in their learning. Certainly, most of the pedagogies
associated with entrepreneurial learning value the primary role of the teacher as a
facilitator e.g. in supporting students working together (collaborative learning),
learning in and from experience (experiential learning) and tackling real-world
issues (problem- and project-based learning).

Inspiring students to spot opportunities
The entrepreneurial process begins by exploring the world around us and
‘spotting opportunities’, which is competence 1.1. within EntreComp. Students can
gain inspiration from looking carefully at both the natural and human worlds. For
example, many designers have drawn inspiration from animals, birds, and plants
(Table 3.1). Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple computers, believed that the biggest
innovations of the 21st century will be the products of technology and biology
combined. Velcro would never have been discovered without observing how
burdock plants protect themselves from predators, extreme weather, and
inhospitable environments.
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Company/individual

Idea

Source of inspiration

Nike

Goatek Traction shoe

The movement of goats in
Oregon Zoo

Clarence Birdseye

Frozen food

Eating Canadian fish that had
naturally frozen and later
thawed

Rene Laennac

Stethoscope

Seeing a child hold its ear to
the end of a long, hollow
stick

Jorn Utzon

Sydney Opera House

Eating a cut-up orange

George de Mestral

Velcro

Walking his dog and see
burrs stick to its fur

Hideo Shima

Japan’s bullet train

A kingfisher’s aerodynamic
beak

Herzog and de

Beijing Olympic

Meuron

Stadium

A bird’s nest

Table 3.1 Inspirations from Nature

Plants (e.g. the lotus flower) that repel water have inspired the development of
exterior paints that perform the same function.
Of course, simply arranging for students to observe life pass by may not yield
sudden Eureka! moments. These are few and far between. However, there is
plenty of research to show that the very act of walking helps us think more
creatively. 3 And students can be taught specific techniques to improve their

3 For example, see Oppezzo M. and Schwartz, D.L. (2014) ‘Give Your Ideas Some Legs: The Positive Effect of
Walking on Creative Thinking’, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, Vol.
40 (4), 1142–1152. Available at: https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/xlm-a0036577.pdf
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observational skills (see Go Deeper 3.1 for further details). For example, students
can use the SCAMPER technique (Table 3.2).

SCAMPER
Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to another use, Eliminate, Rearrange
Substitute
•

What can I substitute so as to make an improvement?

•

How can I substitute the place, time, materials, or people?

•

Can I substitute one part for another or change any parts?

•

Can I replace someone involved?

•

Can I change the rules?

•

Should I change the name?

•

Can I use other ingredients or materials?

•

Can I use other processes or procedures?

•

Can I change its shape, colour, roughness, sound, or smell?

•

Can I use this idea for other projects?

•

Can I change my feelings or attitude towards it?

Combine
•

What ideas, materials, features, processes, people, products, or
components can I combine?

•

Can I combine or merge this or that with other objects?

•

What can I combine so as to maximize the number of uses?

•

What can I combine in order to lower the costs of production?

•

Which materials could I combine?

•

Where can I build synergy?

•

Which are the best elements I can bring together so as to achieve a
particular result?

Adapt
•

Which part of the product could I change?
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•

Could I change the characteristics of a component?

•

Can I seek inspiration in other products or processes, but in a different
context?

•

Does the history offer any solutions?

•

Which ideas could I adapt, copy, or borrow from other people’s products?

•

What processes should I adapt?

•

Can I adapt the context or target group?

•

What can I adapt in this or that way in order to make this result?

Modify
•

What can I magnify or make larger?

•

What can I tone down or delete?

•

Could I exaggerate or overstate buttons, colours, size…?

•

Could I grow the target group?

•

What can be made higher, bigger, or stronger?

•

Can I increase its speed or frequency?

•

Can I add extra features?

•

How can I add extra value?

•

What can you remove, make smaller, condense, lower, shorter, or lighter,
speed up?

•

What can I change in this way or that way so as to achieve such and such
a result

Put to another use
•

What else can it be used for?

•

How would a child use it? — an older person?

•

How would people with different disabilities use it?

•

Which other target group could benefit from this product?

•

What other kind of user would need or want my product?

•

Who or what else may be able to use it?

•

Can it be used by people other than those it was originally intended for?

•

Are there new ways to use it in its current shape or form?
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•

Would there be other possible uses if I were to modify the product?

•

How can I reuse something in a certain way by doing what to it?

Eliminate
•

What can I remove without altering its function?

•

Can I reduce time or components?

•

What would happen if I removed a component or part of it?

•

Can I reduce effort?

•

Can I cut costs?

•

How can I simplify it?

•

What’s non-essential or unnecessary?

•

Can I eliminate the rules?

•

Can I make it smaller?

•

Can I split my product into different parts?

•

I can eliminate what by doing what?

Re arrange
•

What can I rearrange in some way – can I interchange components, the
pattern, or the layout?

•

Can I change the pace or schedule?

•

What would I do if part of your problem, product or process worked in
reverse?

•

I can rearrange what in what way such that this happens?

Table 3.2 SCAMPER technique 4

The human world also offers much to inspire students to think entrepreneurially.
The design of street furniture, buildings and objects can trigger students’ interest.
A supply of catalogues from Ikea and other stores can prompt discussion about
design. Edward de Bono argued that all students should be taught how to think
like a designer and see the world through their eyes. Sources such as the Guinness

4 Eberle, B. (1971). Scamper: Games for Imagination Development. Prufrock Press Inc
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Book of Records and the accompanying website list examples of amazing human
achievements by entrepreneurs and how they have added value in different fields.
In his book Good Ideas, the award-winning poet Michael Rosen suggests that
inspiration can be sought by looking around:
•

the home e.g. the kitchen, bathroom, sitting room, toilet, ‘mini-beasts’,
builders

•

outdoors e.g. the garden park, sky, beach, sea, woods, camping

•

the street e.g. holes in the ground, shop names, pub signs, street names,
looking upwards

•

travelling and holidays e.g. quizzes, railway stations, being abroad

•

days out, outings and visits e.g. museums, galleries, theatres, country
houses, concerts

While Rosen’s main focus is creative writing, his ideas can be easily seen through
an entrepreneurial lens. Take, for example, the naming of a new community
initiative, business, or social enterprise. Consider the creative thinking and
opportunities spotted to ‘play on words’ in these examples:
•

Wokaholic (Chinese Wok restaurant)

•

Exchange and smart (second-hand clothes)

•

Wooden it be nice (door repairs)

•

Abra Kebabra (kebab joint)

People who think entrepreneurially can spot opportunities to add value to even
the most insignificant of objects.
For example, a group of creative writers wanted to know whether they could make
money from buying cheap objects and telling a fictitious story around them in
order to sell them on at a profit. They found that stories made a huge difference -
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making sizeable profits on the most mundane of objects e.g. ashtray, a jar of
marbles and wire brush. 5

Engagement
Engagement occurs when students invest time and effort in their learning. It
includes being attentive, staying on-task and showing enthusiasm by taking the
initiative to raise questions, contribute to group tasks and help peers. Engagement
can be increased by providing students with a choice of tasks, reference to realworld contexts and ensuring that work set is interesting and sufficiently
challenging. For example, a group of Year 8 students were asked to write a review
of a CD that they selected from a wide range e.g. country, pop, and rap music. The
students read music reviews from various sources (e.g. music magazines,
newspapers and online). Then, through whole class and group discussion the
teacher and students developed a set of criteria for the CD reviews. The final
reviews were shared on the school website. Such a simple activity proved highly
motivating and enabled students to create something of value.

5 Grigg, R. and Lewis, H. (2018) Teaching on a Shoestring, Crown House.
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ACTIVITY
Explore: Spotting Opportunities
Lawrence Peter (Yogi) Berra, the famous American basketball coach, once said
that ‘You can observe a lot just by watching.’ Spend a few minutes sitting
outdoors observing the world (if at school or college, use your breaktime),
without your mobile phone.
Try to do this each day for a week at the same time e.g. your breaktime. Take a
different theme each day (e.g. colour, light, noise, temperature, happy, sad,
wonder). Keep a note of what you see. What entrepreneurial opportunities did
you spot?

ACTIVITY
Watch: EntreCompEdu Principle 1
Creative thinking throughout the learning process
In this module, creativity will be mentioned many times as a core competence
to develop with learners. It is one of the EntreCompEdu Guiding Principles.
In this video, Kath and Andy Penaluna share their perspectives on creative
thinking in learning.
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LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.1: Innovating pedagogies
READ: Take a look at the Innovating Pedagogies blogs and reports shared by
the Open University.
http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/innovating/
In 2020, the most recent blog offers help sheets on different digital learning
methods to support teachers who are trying out distance learning and online
education, sometimes for the first time.

How do these complement

entrepreneurial learning? Bookmark the website and you can keep up to date
with each year’s release. You might also like to browse through pedagogies
from previous years. For example, the 2012 release includes ‘Personal inquiry
learning’ which celebrates active exploration of an open question, while the 2015
edition features ‘crossover learning’ discusses linking formal and informal
learning.
REFLECT:
Has this website inspired you with new ideas (what?), or did it just bring up
things that are already obvious to you as a teacher?
Which help sheet do you see having the best potential for entrepreneurial
learning
Identify one idea that you can use in your teaching…
GROUP FORUM REPORT: Share your reflections through a REPORT loop in the
Group Forum
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LoopMe Individual Training Task 3.1
Using the idea you came up with for your teaching in the previous task, use the
EntreComp in Your Teaching link to plan out a simple activity for your students.
Go here: https://s.surveyanyplace.com/activities
Then take action in one of the following ways:
1.

Discuss your idea with a colleague. What innovative pedagogies do they

use in their teaching?
2.

Do the activity with your learners. How did it go? What EntreComp

competences did they use?
After conducting this exercise, reflect on the following questions.
1.

From your teaching, share one example where you have used an

innovative pedagogical approach
2.

Where else could you innovate your teaching, using the ideas from this

section and its supporting documents?
TRAINER REPORT - Share your reflections with your trainer in LoopMe
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3.2 Creating value for others
The word ‘value’ means the extent to
which

something

is

held

to

be

important and does not just describe
its monetary worth. Value is subjective
and varies from one person to another.
The value is not within a product itself,
but how much we want something and
reflects our desires and preferences.
A peanut butter sandwich is valuable
to a person who is hungry but fatal for
someone who has a peanut allergy.
There isn’t much point in creating something new if it doesn’t provide value to
anybody. The more people that value a good or service, the more that are willing
to pay for it, so the higher the price will be. In this way value is reflected in market
prices for goods and services. Sometimes we often value the experience of things,
such as eating popcorn in the movies. We are content to pay much higher prices
than we would at the supermarket. And so, value is not determined by the
production costs alone.
Entrepreneurs are innovative because they create value – for example through
new goods and services - by combining ideas or resources in new ways. They
understand what other people want. For example, the entrepreneurs who created
Uber saw the need to add value for city travellers by using an app to connect riders
to the closest available car, showing how long they have to wait and the fare, while
paying the drivers and enabling feedback to be left by both drivers and riders.
Creating something of value does not have to take an economic form. For
example, many students love football. In 2010, Dutch engineers visiting South
Africa during the FIFA World Cop noticed two things: South Africans’ love football
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and have a shortage of drinking water. The engineers connected these two things
and developed a project where artificial football pitches were installed next to
schools but with the facility to store and clean rainwater while the children play
football. You should try and use social and print media to capture these kinds of
stories to share with students so that they can see the real-world application of
adding value, whether in economic, social, or cultural forms.
Martin Lackéus argues for a value creating pedagogy to be developed in school
where students learn by creating things of value for others. He emphasizes that it
is a rare thing in education for students to have opportunities to create anything of
value to at least one audience outside of school. 6

Activity
Watch: EntreCompEdu Principle 3 - Martin Lackeus:
Encourages students to create value for others through their
learning
Watch the video on Value Creation Pedagogy by Martin Lackeus. Then reflect
on what three points you might take from this and apply to your own
professional context.

6 Martin Lackéus's website on value creating pedagogy is at: https://vcplist.com/
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As a facilitator, one of your skills is guiding students through the process of how
to create something of value. Here are some prompts to consider linked to the
entrepreneurial competences in EntreComp:

What is my/our big idea?

Spotting Opportunities 1.1

How is this different?

Creativity 1.2

What would success look like?

Vision 1/3

Who might be interested in this? Why? Valuing ideas 1.4
How will this affect others & the Ethical and sustainable thinking 1.5
environment?
When do we start?

Taking the initiative 3.1

What is our plan? goals? priorities?

Planning and management 3.2

Who is good at doing this task?

Self-awareness and self-efficacy 2.1

What do we do if we get stuck?

Motivation and perseverance 2.2

What resources do we need?

Mobilizing resources 2.3

What are the costs? How can we keep Financial and economic literacy 2.4
this low?
Who might help us?

Mobilizing others 2.5

What risks are there? How do we Coping with uncertainty…3.3
minimize these?
What have we learned?

Learning through experience 3.5

The 4E model also contains more detailed prompts and strategies that you can
use to guide students through each stage of the entrepreneurial process (see Go
Deeper 2.2. Planning an entrepreneurial project).
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Activity
Watch: SDGs in teaching - Felicity Healey Benson
Watch Felicity Healey-Benson discussing how teachers can use the United
National Sustainable Development Goals in teaching
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LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.2: Creating value through the SDGs
REFLECT: Reflect on the videos you have just watched by Martin Lackeus and
Felicity Benson-Healey. The SDGs can be a great way to identify value that can
be created for others. What kind of value could your students create for others,
linked to the SDGs, through their learning experience with you?
GROUP FORUM REPORT: Share your reflections through a REPORT loop in the
Group Forum

LoopMe Individual Training Task 3.2: Learning Design
PLAN: How can your students create value for others through their learning?
Design a practical activity which includes both of the following EntreCompEdu
principles (link: https://s.surveyanyplace.com/activities)
1. Real-world context – the activity links to the world outside the classroom
which is familiar to the learners
2. Value creation – the students identify the value they create. This can be any
kind of value from bringing joy to others, community value or economic value.
Share your reflections with your trainer through a report in LoopMe
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3.3 Teaching through real-world contexts

Using real-world contexts is of central importance to entrepreneurial learning. The
European Commission acknowledges the importance of making ‘entrepreneurial
learning relevant to the real-world through active engagement between
education, business and community, particularly in the design and development
of practical entrepreneurial experiences.’

7

When students move from exercises

such as answering questions on worksheets or in textbooks to exploring authentic
problems in their school, immediate locality, or wider world, they are likely to work
harder and engage in deeper thinking. 8
There are many different real-world contexts that can be used to engage students’
interest and enable them to apply entrepreneurial competences in action. Some
of these are appropriate for older students, such as work-based learning
experiences in vocational education. However, others are more generic such as
making use of the school grounds or local park to inspire creative ideas. Table 3.3
provides some suggested starting points.

7 EC (2014) Final Report of the Thematic Working Group on Entrepreneurship Education, p.5.
8 Maxwell, M., Stobaugh, R., & Tassell, J. H. (2015). Chapter 1: Real-world learning. In Real-world learning for
secondary schools: Digital tools and practical strategies for successful implementation. Bloomington, IN:
Solution Tree.
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Examples

Visits to places of entrepreneurial activity e.g.
local shopping mall, factory, office, high
street traders

The school grounds: the class displays, the
corridors, the foyer, hall, library, meeting
rooms, any outbuildings, the playground, any
woodland, walkways
Visits from entrepreneurs who can model
entrepreneurial competences

Community projects in which students learn
to apply their competences e.g. financial
literacy
Drawing on the entrepreneurial background
and expertise of parents and colleagues e.g.
those who have recently started a business,
or those

Using current affairs from the news e.g.
anniversaries,

natural

disasters,

human

achievements
Social

media e.g. create a classroom

community, poll your class for views on
various issues, keep up to date with news,
22

Examples
post

homework

and

events,

feature

entrepreneurial uses of social media such as
getting feedback on products and services
or marketing ideas

Virtual reality worlds e.g. Kaneva, Cybertown,
Entropia Universe, Secret Builders, Heritage
Key 9
Work-based placements

Apprenticeships/internships
Special

events

such

as

conferences,

workshops, fairs
Job shadowing opportunities

Provide opportunities for older students to
‘Be the Expert’ and teach younger ones a
chosen entrepreneurial skill
Table 3.3 Examples of real-world contexts for entrepreneurial learning

Using everyday objects from the world around us is a useful way into
entrepreneurial learning. Take the humble cardboard box. When the first cereal

9 For a review of using virtual words in education, see the Virtual Reality Society website https://www.vrs.org.uk/virtual-reality-education/virtual-worlds.html
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boxes created by Kellogg’s were introduced in the 1900s, it started a revolution in
food packaging as boxes replaced wooden crates. Today, boxes come in all
shapes and sizes and have many uses. One primary school class were given one
hour to transform their collection of boxes into something new or different; their
outcomes included a drive-through cinema, mini golf course, theatre show,
fortress, robot, secret mini treasure box, and den. 10

Figure 3.1 Use a simple object to generate ideas

The important point to stress is that real-world contexts for entrepreneurial
learning do not need to involve expensive resources or much more planning. You
can look around the school environment to spot opportunities for students to ask
and pursue questions e.g. ‘Why is this the way it is?’ ‘Could this be done more
effectively? What if we do this?’ Can we combine x and y?’ And you can take

10 See Grigg, R. and Lewis, H. (2018) Teaching on a Shoestring, Crown House.
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impromptu opportunities, for example if students are waiting for a few minutes for
a lesson to begin or in between sessions.

Activity
Find some simple everyday objects that you could use to engage students to
think innovatively. Make a collection of these objects and, once a week, ask your
students to brainstorm their ideas as to alternative uses e.g. a water bottle,
plastic lid, peg, sticky note.

Inspirational teachers see the potential of bringing real-life learning into the
classroom. A project on food could lead to students running a restaurant for the
day, while a study of plants might result in a visit to the local garden centre to
observe how staff tender plants or their approach to customer service. To create
added value, students might then set up their own garden patch or work within
the community to support an allotment.
In an age of mass media, inspirational teachers also capitalize on social and print
media so that students not only share what they learn in class with their parents
via technologies but add value by creating their own apps. Inspirational educators
do not see entrepreneurial learning as a bolt-on to a curriculum that is already
overcrowded. Rather they teach subjects in an enterprising way.

ACTIVITY
Watch: EntreCompEdu Principle 2
Promotes active entrepreneurial learning through real-world
contexts
Using real world contexts in learning is one of the EntreCompEdu Guiding
Principles, as mentioned in Module 1.
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In this video, Lea Oksanen of LUT University in Finland shares her perspectives.
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LoopMe Group Forum task 3.3:
Share a real-world learning example
Reflect on the suggested approaches to real-world learning in Table 3.2 and
rate how well you use these in your teaching.
Can you give a concrete example of what has worked well?
Share your example in the ENTRECOMPEDU GROUP FORUM

LoopMe Individual Task 3.3:
Your teaching
Inspired by the ideas so far, design one way of real-world learning for your
teaching.
Then take action in one of the following ways:
1.

Discuss your idea with a colleague. What innovative pedagogies do they

use in their teaching?
2.

Do the activity with your learners. How did it go? What EntreComp

competences did they use?
Share your reflections with your trainer in LoopMe.
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3.4 Building self-awareness, self-esteem, and selfconfidence to support learning

Traditionally, school reports have focused on student attainment and effort. But
we now know that a third area really matters - self-awareness, or how well
students know themselves as individuals and not just another human. Individuals
with high self-esteem know their strengths and accept where they need to
improve. Self-confidence is about the feeling of being worthy and deserving.
These concepts are relevant because they contribute towards successful
entrepreneurship.
For one thing, better understanding of oneself improves decision-making.
Entrepreneurs who are self-aware learn from their mistakes, accept criticism, and
listen to and understand the feelings of others. For students, being self-aware
means that they understand the impact they have on others. It means that they
can empathize, regulate their feelings, and set realistic personal goals.
For those students who lack confidence, they can take heart from the many artists,
writers and entrepreneurs who feel the same way, past and present. John Lennon,
for example, wrote the lyrics to the song ‘Help’ to express his feelings over the
sudden fame experienced by the Beatles. Lennon admitted that he was’ fat and
depressed and crying out for help.’ What matters is persevering, hard work and
seeing self-doubt as part of the learning experience.
Table 3.4 gives examples of how you can promote students’ self-awareness and
self-confidence.
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Self-awareness

Self-confidence

build in honest conversations about encourage students to take on increasing
what might be the most confusing responsibilities e.g. putting away and
thing in the lesson

collecting resources; offering feedback on
their learning; welcoming visiting speakers;
arranging events

talk openly about ‘blind spots’ promote self-advocacy skills e.g. asking a
(aspects of our personality hidden speaker to repeat something if you didn’t
from view) and personal bias e.g. hear what was said
teach

students

about

how

to

counter these

discuss the generation of ‘selfies’ build on students’ interests and strengths
and why appearances seem to
matter so much
use the Johari window technique provide opportunities for students to
(see task 3.3) which aims to promote interact regularly e.g. paired and smallmutual understanding.11

encourage

students

group discussion

to

keep hold regular ‘achievement’ assemblies in

reflective journals during projects

areas such as those students who have
shown initiative, creativity, or perseverance

11 Its name is derived from a combination of syllables from the creators’ first names, although only one ‘r’:
Joseph Luft and Harrington Ingham, that talks about the relationship and mutual understanding between the
group members.
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Self-awareness

Self-confidence

teach metacognitive strategies e.g. highlight the importance of self-discipline
self-review,

setting

goals, through real-life stories

rehearsing what you will say (selftalk)
use stems such as ‘before I thought teach students to cope with setbacks and
this…now I think…’

see ‘failure’ as a part of entrepreneurial
learning e.g. by sharing personal anecdotes
and stories of ‘brilliant failures’

during lessons, praise students for their
effort, attitude, and teamwork
Table 3.4. How to build students’ self-awareness and confidence

It is important for students to see what it means to be self-aware. For example, you
might share some of the challenges you faced in acquiring a new skill such as
playing a musical instrument or cooking. Speakers, including parents, can be
invited into school to talk about the thrill and challenges of setting up and
maintaining a business. And the strategies in Table 3.3 offer practical ways in which
students can develop their self-awareness and self-confidence. For example,
positive self-talk is known to improve performance in sport and other fields. 12
Sentence stems can be created to support students for self-talking in a range of
contexts and different purposes e.g.

12 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/psychology/self-talk
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•

‘I could give this a go’ (3.1, taking the initiative),

•

‘What’s the worst thing that can happen here?’ (3.3, coping with uncertainty),

•

‘I need to this because it can’t wait’ (3.2, planning and management),

•

‘Is this the right thing to do? (1.5, ethical and sustainable thinking),

•

‘I can do this’ (2.1, self-awareness and self-efficacy) and ‘

•

What if I try this way?’ (1.1, spotting opportunities).

Self-efficacy
In the EntreComp framework, self-efficacy (EntreComp 2.1) is defined as ‘believe
in your ability to influence the course of events, despite uncertainty, setbacks and
temporary failures.’

Self-efficacy matters because where this is strong, the

likelihood is that students will achieve well. However, the concept of self-efficacy
is not a straightforward one. 13 Whereas self-esteem is concerned with feelings of
worthiness, self-efficacy is about judging one’s personal capabilities. And so,
students might feel they are inefficacious in a particular situation but retain high
self- esteem. Or they might feel highly efficacious but not take much pride in what
they do. Simply saying that one is capable of doing something, is not necessarily
self-convincing.

Self-efficacy

can

be

strengthened

through

celebrating

achievements (big and small), the use of peer modelling, and giving students
regular practice in setting and monitoring realistic goals.

13 The concept was introduced by Bandura. See Bandura, A. (1977). ‘Self-efficacy: Toward a unifying theory
of behavioral change’. Psychological Review, 84, 191–215.
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Activity:
Watch: Self-efficacy
What is self-efficacy? Watch this video. What are the implications for including
self-efficacy in your teaching?

To promote entrepreneurial self-efficacy, you should consider strategies which
encourage students to pause and think about how they do things and the possible
consequences of decisions they make (metacognition). To help them, you should
make the language of thinking (Box 3.1) visible around the classroom through word
mobiles and posters.
plan... develop...reflect...
thinking time... suggest ideas... brainstorm... generate options...
explore success criteria... improve... evaluate criteria...
sort... group... sequence... classify...
similarities and differences... compare... pros and cons... seeking patterns
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cause and effect... reason... predict... work it out... conclude... justify... evaluate...
guess... weigh up... imagine... estimate... make inferences... speculate... analyse...
question... decide... discuss solutions... summarise outcomes...
opinions... bias... reliability...
consider... choose... model... monitor... review... learning/thinking strategy... reflect...
...metacognition...
make links... make connections... relationship... bridging
Box 3.1 Language of thinking. 14

14 Welsh Government (2004) How to develop thinking and assessment for learning in the classroom, p.20.
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LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.4: Self-talk
Self-talk is mentioned a lot in table 3.4.
Do you talk to yourself?

We now know that self-talk is one of the most

underused but potentially powerful learning strategies. Why do you think that is
and how can this help students at different stages of an entrepreneurial project?
Share an example of how you could include self-talk into your teaching.
Share your reflections through a report in the LoopMe Group Forum.

LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.4: Self-efficacy in my teaching
Why is self-efficacy is important for your learners. Share one online information
source which you find helpful to build understanding of self-efficacy in learning.
Share your reflections through the Group Forum in LoopMe.
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LoopMe Training Task 3.4: Johari Window

A practical tool for self-efficacy - use or adapt a lessons idea using the Johari
Window

technique

together

with

your

students.

See

this

link:

https://www.businessballs.com/self-awareness/johari-window-model-andfree-diagrams/
Using the Johari technique, what effects did you notice among the students?
Share your reflections with your trainer in LoopMe - click on the report button
below.
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3.5 Promoting productive working with others
One of the key findings arising from brain-based research is that we are wired to
connect with others. Neuroscientists have discovered that our brain’s very design
is sociable. 15 When people meet each other a feedback loop begins as brains send
and receive a stream of signals. Young people also take pleasure from being a
member of a peer group and from talking to each other. They have a need for
togetherness. 16

Teamwork is essential in the real world. And educational systems throughout
Europe, at all levels of education, recognise the ability to work collaboratively as a
desirable goal. But as the Education Endowment Foundation (2018) guidance on
collaborative learning points out, students need to be supported and gain regular
experience practicing working together. Lower-achieving pupils need particular
encouragement to talk about their thinking in collaborative tasks to ensure they
benefit fully.
What matters then is the quality of student interaction and this comes down to
careful planning and implementation. Simply placing students in small groups is
not enough. 17 The ideal is to work towards ‘group flow’, which is the collective
equivalent of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s famous flow state, when individuals are so
caught up in the moment they forget about the passing of time. Such a state of
flow, or peak performance, should not be expected immediately. There are stages
that groups pass through before they are working productively, and these are
discussed in the Go Deeper 3.5 reading.

15 Goleman. D. (2007) Social Intelligence, Arrow Books.
16 Rudduck, J. And McIntyre, D. (2007) Improving Learning through Consulting Pupils, Routledge, p.68.
17 Hattie, J. (2009) Visible Learning, Routledge.
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Activity
Watch: EntreCompEdu Principle 4 – Collaboration
Russell Grigg
Watch the video by Russell Grigg about EntreCompEdu Principle 3.- Fosters
purposeful collaboration both in and beyond the school.
Then reflect on what three points you might take from this and apply to your
own professional context.

Facilitating collaborative learning
The role of the educator is to facilitate productive group work, monitor and assess
progress. There are several group techniques that can support this. These include:
Controlled discussion - either the educator asks students questions, or the
students ask questions or makes comments. This is useful for feedback and
summarizing learning but does inhibit open communication with shy students
likely to be overlooked.
Step-by-step discussion - where the educator shares a text, object, picture,
sound, or video as a stimulus for discussion in an orderly, sequential way. The
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advantage of this technique is that the ‘authority’ can be invested in the stimulus
rather than over-dependence on the educator, although the pre-ordained
structure may not meet students’ needs.
Buzz groups/talking partners - when students are asked to discuss in pairs their
response to a question or issue. This allows the educator to check levels of
understanding and provides a mental break from large group work. If it is not kept
short and focused, students can be easily distracted by their partner.
Snowball groups - pairs join together to form fours, then fours to eights, the
discussion can snowball before calling for a plenary feedback. The starting point
can be an individual writing a list in respond to a question, which is then shared
with a partner for 5 minutes, followed by the two lists being shared among four (10
minutes) and agreed priorities/ proposal solutions reached in group discussion of
eight (15 minutes). The lesson finishes with a whole-class plenary (15-20 minutes).
Crossover groups (“Jigsaw’) - this technique has variations, all of which are
designed to empower students so that they listen carefully and communicate
knowledge and understanding. Students are given a number within a group and
work on a task before moving around tables to join new groups and eventually
returning to their ‘home’ tables to report on new learning. This works well when
aspects of a topic are given to different groups.
Although collaboration is essential to entrepreneurial learning, there are potential
limitations. These include ‘groupthink’ where individual student views are
‘sacrificed’ for the harmony of the group. Confident individuals can dominate what
is said and override viewpoints which are critical to moving ideas forward. In
organizations, the danger of groupthink is that any thoughts outside the ‘norm’ are
dismissed or not even aired, resulting in products and services which stagnate or
weaken.
Useful strategies to counter this include:
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•

mixing up groups on a regular basis

•

reminding all what the focus is i.e. ‘What problem are we trying to solve?’

•

assigning/rotating specific roles

•

fishbowl activity - when you think some students are not contributing as
they should, form two groups. One group sit in the centre and discuss a
chosen topic; the other group observes and listens in an outer circle using
a checklist of behaviours linked to the learning outcomes. Bring both groups
together to discuss their different views of the group dynamics.

•

prepare students for possible conflicts and how these can be resolved

•

providing a timer and a set time for each group member to contribute

•

speaking privately to individuals and remind them of group rules

Roles and responsibilities
For students to work well in groups, they need to be clear about their roles and
responsibilities. The nature of these roles can vary. They might include a notetaker
(someone to keep a record of decisions), a timekeeper (moves the team along so
that they complete the task), a researcher (to find out relevant information) and a
chairperson (to sum up progress at regular intervals). In a Year 8 English project,
for example, students worked in teams to create school newspapers. The students
were allocated specific roles e.g. editor, sub-editor, reporter, and photographer.
Students reviewed actual newspapers to act as benchmarks against which they
could evaluate their own work. This allowed them to become familiar with
different writing styles e.g. editorial, sports report, comment pieces. All the
students gained from drafting/re-drafting exchanges. The final editions added
social and cultural value to the school community in opening up opportunities for
students to showcase their achievements across a range of subjects.
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Roles can be undertaken on a rota basis, voted upon by the group or allocated by
the teacher. Cotton (1995) suggested that a role nomination form be drawn up in
which students could tick columns corresponding to roles that he or she has
played most often in the group and that teachers should include themselves.
Some ‘anti-group roles’ e.g. blocker, dominator, and avoider, could also be noted
and discussed in honest post-group reflection. 18

Activity
Watch: EntreCompEdu Principle 5 – Reflection
Russell Grigg
Watch the video on Reflection by Russell Grigg about the fifth EntreComp
principle: 5. Stimulates reflection, flexible thinking and learning from experience.
Reflect on how important reflection is for your learners.

Go Deeper 3.5 discusses some of the challenges in groupwork and how these can
be overcome.

18 Cotton, J. (1995) The Theory of Learning Strategies, Kogan Press, p.69.
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You should try to take opportunities to observe students working together.
Jacques (1991) showed that participation patterns vary during the day. 19 At one
moment the group interaction might be dominated by the leader talking to other
members of the group; or it may be two-way, or more multidirectional with all
members speaking to one another and to the group as a whole. The preferred
pattern depends on the requirements of the task but generally the broader the
participation among members of the group the deeper the interest levels and
involvement will be.

Rules
Students should be made aware of the rules for productive group work. These
can be negotiated with students. It is important that teachers make explicit the
criteria for success and the types of social skills that will be needed for groups to
work well together. You should discuss and display classroom rules for
collaboration. Simple prompt sheets along the lines of what a good listener,
speaker or group member does, can prove useful visual reminders of expected
behaviours. Students themselves can draw up the visual reminders.

Generating ideas
From an entrepreneurial viewpoint, the main point of collaboration is to generate
and critique ideas. Edward Clapp suggests that the process of creating ideas
should be social and visible.20 One way of doing this is to tell stories of how an
idea develops through a storyboard displayed around the classroom. The
storyboard can be in digital form (using apps such as Paper by WeTransfer 21, short
videos or audio clips), as a text-based story, sketches, or 3D form. The biography
of an idea becomes a means by which students can ‘see’ their contributions,
possible turning points, when snags arose and the ways forward.

19 Jacques, D. (1991) Learning in Groups, Kogan Press, p.30.
20 Clapp, E. (2018) Participatory Creativity, Routledge.
21 https://paper.bywetransfer.com/
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During the process of generating ideas as a group, students should learn how to
agree and disagree in a respectful way. Useful phrases can be introduced so that
such dialogue is modelled (Box 3.2). These should be made visible around the
room.

•

May I ask you a question?

•

Let’s discuss how we’re approaching this problem

•

Can I make a suggestion?

•

Have you/we thought about...?

•

Yes, I agree this is true here, but what about...?

•

Before we decide, do you think we’ve considered all the factors?

•

Can I tell you about the research I have done to support my idea?

•

I understand what you are saying. Have you thought of this from a different
viewpoint?

•

Did you know that…?

•

There are a couple of things we should remember

•

I’d like your views on this…

•

What options do you think we have?

•

Have you considered trying this approach?

•

Perhaps you could reconsider, since…

•

I used to think that but now, I think…

•

I’ve changed my mind on that point because…

•

I don’t know much about that, do you?

Box 3.2 Phrases to prompt students to persuade others

One popular technique for creating ideas is brainstorming. This was originally
devised in the 1950s as a solution to cramped thinking that went on in business
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meetings. 22 The intention is to free up thinking space so that ideas could be
generated initially without criticism. Participants are encouraged to build on and
improve each other’s ideas and combine them to form new ones. However, it is
worth bearing in mind that some research over subsequent decades has shown
that individuals have come up with more ideas without using brainstorming than
those who do. The key message is to reassure students that brainstorming is
designed to generate lots of ideas rather than worry too much about how they
might be perceived by others.

22 Osborn, A. (1963) Applied Imagination: Principles and Procedures of Creative Problem Solving, Scribners.
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LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.5: Value diversity
Students tend to agree with group members they like and disagree with those
they do not like, even though the same views are expressed. What can you do
to address this?
Share your reflections in the LoopMe Group Forum

LoopMe Group Forum Task 3.5: Collaborative learning
Review the 20 strategies recommended for collaborative learning shown in this
blog.

https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/20-collaborative-learning-

tips-and-strategies/ {also contained in an annex to this document]
How might you use some of these strategies in an entrepreneurial project?
Share your reflections in the LoopMe Group Forum

LoopMe Training Task 3.5: Collaboration
Implement one strategy for collaborative learning in your classroom –
something you have not used before.
Feedback on the experience to your trainer, reflecting on the following
questions:
1.

Did this engage more students than usual techniques?

2.

What could you do differently next time?

Share your reflections with your trainer in LoopMe
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ANNEX 1 - Collaborative Learning Tips
Source:

https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/20-collaborative-learning-

tips-and-strategies/
Written by Miriam Clifford
20 Collaborative Learning Tips And Strategies For Teachers
1. Establish clear group goals
Effective collaborative learning involves the establishment of group goals, as well
as individual accountability. This keeps the group on task and establishes an
unambiguous purpose. Before beginning an assignment, it is best to define goals
and objectives to save time.
2. Keep groups midsized
Small groups of three or fewer usually lack enough diversity and may not allow
divergent thinking to occur. Groups that are too large create ‘freeloading’ where
not all members participate. A moderate size group of four or five is ideal.
3. Establish flexible group norms
Research suggests that collaborative learning is influenced by the quality of
interactions. Interactivity and negotiation are important in group learning. In the
1960’s studies by Jacobs and Campbell suggested that norms are pervasive, even
deviant norms were handed down and not questioned.
If you notice a deviant norm, you can do two things: rotate group members or
assist in using outside information to develop a new norm. You may want to
establish rules for group interactions for younger students. Older students might
create their own norms. But remember, given their durable nature, it is best to have
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flexible norms. Norms should change with situations so that groups do not
become rigid and intolerant or develop sub-groups.
4. Build trust and promote open communication
Successful interpersonal communication must exist in teams. Building trust is
essential. Deal with emotional issues that arise immediately and any interpersonal
problems before moving on. Assignments should encourage team members to
explain concepts thoroughly to each other. Studies found that students who
provide and receive intricate explanations gain most from collaborative learning.
Open communication is key.
5. For larger tasks, create group roles
Decomposing a difficult task into parts to saves time. You can then assign different
roles. A great example in my own classroom was in the science lab, fifth grade
students assumed different roles of group leader, recorder, reporter, and factchecker. The students might have turns to choose their own role and alternate
roles by sections of the assignment or classes.
6. Create a pre-test and post-test
A good way to ensure the group learns together would be to engage in a pre and
post-test. In fact, many researchers use this method to see if groups are learning.
An assessment gives the team a goal to work towards and ensures learning is a
priority. It also allows instructors to gauge the effectiveness of the group. Changes
can be made if differences are seen in the assessments over time. Plus, you can
use Bloom’s taxonomy to further hone in on specific skills.
Individuals should also complete surveys evaluating how well the group
functioned. ‘Debriefing’ is an important component of the learning process and
allows individuals to reflect on the process of group learning.
7. Consider the learning process itself as part of assessment
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Many studies such as those by Robert Slavin at Johns Hopkins have considered
how cooperative learning helps children develop social and interpersonal skills.
Experts have argued that the social and psychological effects on self-esteem and
personal development are just as important as the learning itself.
In terms of assessment, it may be beneficial to grade students on the quality of
discussion, student engagement, and adherence to group norms. Praise younger
groups for the following (for digital collaborative learning, for example) standards.
This type of learning is a process and needs explicit instruction in beginning stages.
Assessing the process itself provides motivation for students to learn how to
behave in groups. It shows students that you value meaningful group interactions
and adhering to norms.
8. Consider using different strategies, like the Jigsaw technique.
The jigsaw strategy is said to improve social interactions in learning and support
diversity. The workplace is often like a jigsaw. It involves separating an assignment
into subtasks, where individuals research their assigned area. Students with the
same topic from different groups might meet together to discuss ideas between
groups.
This type of collaboration allows students to become ‘experts’ in their assigned
topic. Students then return to their primary group to educate others. Strategies
here include using clusters, buzz groups, round-robin, leaning cells, or fishbowl
discussions.
9. Allow groups to reduce anxiety
When tackling difficult concepts, group learning may provide a source of support.
Groups often use humor and create a more relaxed learning atmosphere that
allows for positive learning experiences. Allow groups to use some stressreducing strategies as long as they stay on task.
10. Establish group interactions
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The quality of discussions is a predictor of the achievement of the group.
Instructors should provide a model of how a successful group functions. Shared
leadership is often useful here. Students should work together on the task and
maintenance functions of a group. Roles are important in group development.
Task functions include:
•

Initiating Discussions

•

Clarifying points

•

Summarizing

•

Challenging assumptions/devil’s advocate

•

Providing or researching information

•

Reaching a consensus

Maintenance involves the harmony and emotional well-being of a group.
Maintenance includes roles such as sensing group feelings, harmonizing,
compromising and encouraging, time-keeping, relieving tension, bringing people
into the discussion, and more.
11. Use real-world problems
Experts suggest that project-based learning using open-ended questions can be
very engaging. Rather than spending a lot of time designing an artificial scenario,
use inspiration from everyday problems. Real world problems can be used to
facilitate project-based learning and often have the right scope for collaborative
learning.
12. Focus on enhancing problem-solving and critical thinking skills
Design assignments that allow room for varied interpretations. Different types of
problems might focus on categorizing, planning, taking multiple perspectives, or
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forming solutions. Try to use a step-by step procedure for problem-solving. Mark
Alexander explains one generally accepted problem-solving procedure:
1.

Identify the objective

2.

Set criteria or goals

3.

Gather data

4.

Generate options or courses of action

5.

Evaluate the options using data and objectives

6.

Reach a decision

7.

Implement the decision

13. Keep in mind the diversity of groups
Mixed groups that include a range of talents, backgrounds, learning styles, ideas,
and experiences are best. Studies have found that mixed aptitude groups tend to
learn more from each other and increase achievement of low performers. Rotate
groups so students have a chance to learn from others.
14. Consider demographics
Equally, balanced gender groups were found to be most effective. Some research
suggests that boys were more likely to receive and give elaborate explanations
and their stances were more easily accepted by the group. In majority male groups
girls were ignored. In majority girl groups, girls tended to direct questions to the
boy who often ignored them. You may also want to specifically discuss or establish
gender equality as a norm. This may seem obvious, but it is often missed. It may
be an issue you may want to discuss with older students.
15. Use scaffolding or diminished responsibility as students begin to understand
concepts. At the beginning of a project, you may want to give more direction than
the end. Serve as a facilitator, such as by gauging group interactions or at first,
providing a list of questions to consider. Allow groups to grow in responsibility as
times goes on. In your classroom, this may mean allowing teams to develop their
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own topics or products as time goes on. After all, increased responsibility over
learning is a goal in collaborative learning.
16. Include different types of learning scenarios
Studies suggests that collaborative learning that focuses on rich contexts and
challenging questions produces higher-order reasoning. Assignments can include
laboratory work, study teams, debates, writing projects, problem-solving, and
collaborative writing.
17. Technology makes collaborative learning easier
Collaboration had the same results via technology as in person, increased learning
opportunities. Try incorporating free savvy tools for online collaboration such as
Stixy, an online shared whiteboard space, Google groups, or Mikogo for online
meetings. Be aware that some research suggests that more exchanges related to
planning rather than challenging viewpoints occurred more frequently through
online interactions. This may be because the research used students that did not
know one another. If this is your scenario, you may want to start by having students
get to know each other’s backgrounds and ideas beforehand on a blog or chatboard.
18. Avoid ‘bad group work’
As with any learning strategy, it’s important to have a balanced approach. Cynics
usually have a valid point. A New York Times article, cites some criticism of
collaboration for not allowing enough time for individual, creative thinking. You
may allow some individual time to write notes before the groups begin. This may
be a great way to assess an individual grade.
19. Be wary of ‘group think‘
While collaborative learning is a great tool, it is always important to consider a
balanced approach. At times, group harmony can override the necessity for more
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critical perspectives. Some research suggests that groups favored the more
confident members. Changing up groups can help counter this problem.
20. Value diversity
Collaborative learning relies on some buy-in. Students need to respect and
appreciate each other’s viewpoints for it to work. For instance, class discussions
can emphasize the need for different perspectives. Create a classroom
environment that encourages independent thinking. Teach students the value of
multiplicity in thought. You may want to give historical or social examples where
people working together were able to reach complex solutions. By definition,
learning is social in nature. Using different mediums, whether it be books,
discussions, technology or projects we study and develop new ideas. We impart
ideas and share perspectives with others. Collaboration is a learned process. If
managed correctly, it is a powerful tool that can allow educators to tap into new
ideas and information.
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